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Citriculture is considered one of the most important strategic agricultural
sectors globally. Among citrus bacteriosis, blast and black pit caused by
Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae is ranked among top citrus bacterial diseases
in terms of yield losses. Blast and black pit are widespread in several citrusgrowing countries. The infection occurs when the bacterium invades injury sites.
This bacterial organism produces symptoms on foliage and fruit. The blast
symptoms appear on leaves and twigs, while those of black pit appear on the
fruit. The bacterium prefers prolonged cool wet conditions. Currently,
prophylactic measures, bactericide applications, the use of tolerant cultivars,
and biological control are recommended for the management of citrus
bacteriosis. This paper deals with citrus blast and black pit: symptoms, causative
agent, epidemiology, disease cycle, and disease management.

1. Introduction
Citrus is considered one of the major fruit crops worldwide [1]. This crop is subject to attacks by several
phytopathogenic microorganisms such as bacteria, fungi, and viruses [2]. Although bacterial diseases are less
frequent, these diseases may cause significant losses upon occurrence [3]. The primary bacterial diseases of citrus are
citrus canker [4], bacterial spot [5], citrus variegated chlorosis [6], citrus greening [7], and blast/black pit disease [810].
The responsible agent of citrus blast and black pit is Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae (Pss) bacterium [8-10]. The
phytopathogenic bacteria Pseudomonas syringae (Ps) is a polyphagous bacteria associated with more than 180
species, including perennial and annual crops. The bacterial organisms were found as an epiphyte on the phyllosphere
of several geographic locations [8-10].

During wet weather, citrus blast usually begins at a fresh wound or injury to the petiole wing and involves the petiole,
base of the leaf blade, and a portion of the twig surrounding the base of the petiole. It may, at times, start in injuries at
other points of the leaf or twig. The same bacterium that initiates blast is also responsible for the black pit on fruits.
Therefore, Pss is considered an opportunistic pathogen since it enters plant tissue through wounds [11].

The black pit is most noticeable on lemon fruit but may also be found on oranges or other commercial cultivars [8-10].
Citrus blast and black pit cause severe damage in the orchard and consequently significant yield losses [9][10][12].
In this paper, the current knowledge of citrus blast and black pit diseases symptoms, epidemiology, and the impacts of
biotic and abiotic factors on the disease development were summarized, and the possible management approaches
were highlighted.
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2. Citrus blast and black pit symptoms
The lesions are first developed on the leaf petiole or wing of citrus as small water-soaked or dark spots. These lesions
rapidly expand in the direction of the leaf midvein and the twig and axil tissues. The leaves wither, curl, dry, and
become brown still attached or most often drop without petioles (Fig. 1 A). In reality, severe attacks result in entire
twigs death. The withered dry leaves and dead twigs scattered throughout a tree canopy create the blasted
appearance. Blast symptoms may be confused with frost damage [13].

Black pit appears on the fruit, especially lemons (Citrus sinensis L.) fruit which is the most susceptible to infection [9].
The bacterial organism can attack fruits suffering from physical injuries [14] due to hail or fraction with thorns and
branches. The first symptom is a light brown spot on the fruit surface. These spots later become dark brown and
eventually turn black and markedly sunken. Black pits may differ in size but are usually less than 1 cm in diameter.
The pits may enlarge during postharvest storage and result in the loss of fruit (Fig. 1 B and C).

Figure 1. Citrus blast symptoms on Orange (Citrus sinensis L.) (A) and the black
pit symptoms on Lemon (Citrus lemon L.) (B) and Orange (Citrus sinensis L.) (C)
(Author personal photos).
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3. Causal agent of blast and black pit
Pss bacterium (Fig. 2) is the causative agent of citrus blast and black
pit [8-10]. Pss is an aerobic, Gram-negative, chemoorganotrophic
bacterium and a member of the Gammaproteobacteria [15]. Under
ultraviolet light, the bacterium produces fluorescent pigments, which
is the pyoverdine characteristic of fluorescent Pseudomonads
[16][17].

4. Epidemiology

The Pss bacterium is a normal inhabitant of citrus leaves and also
many plant species [8]. The population levels of Pss strains which are
associated with blast and black pit increase on the surface of citrus
leaves and twigs during prolonged periods of fog or rain and low
temperature. Blast and black pit occur mainly in regions where wet,
cool, windy conditions often prevail during winter and spring [9]. Ps
bacterium infects susceptible citrus tissues such as shoots and twigs,
young succulent petioles, or fruit through wounds caused by hail,
wind, or fractions [13][18]. Pss is a hemibiotrophic pathogen with Figure 2. Pseudomonas syringae pv.
biotrophic and necrotrophic characteristics since the bacterium syringae colonies on Luria-Bertani (LB)
obtains nutrients from living dead or dying host cells, respectively medium plate (Author personal photos).
[19].

Weeds and plant debris were reported as possible inoculum sources [8]. Moreover, there is no evidence that blast and
black pit result from Pss transmission via seeds, insects, contaminated equipment, or tools [13].

5. Disease cycle

The life cycle of Pseudomonas strains includes an epiphytic phase and a pathogenic phase. The epiphytic survival of
the bacterium can be expressed by a significant epiphytic multiplication or the capacity to colonize plant phyllosphere.
The epiphytic populations of Ps represent an inoculum source and are essential for disease infection [20]. Ps
penetrate plant tissues through the injuries. Hail is considered a unique form of moisture that may contribute to the
severity of the disease [21]. Citrus blast and black pit disease rarely progress when the temperature is below 21 °C
[13]. However, citrus blast and black pit disease can quickly emerge under favorable conditions and may cause
significant economic losses [22]. Reports from Turkey showed that the disease at a certain point affected 50 hectares
of citrus and the disease incidence was about 100% [23].

6. Disease management

The protection of citrus orchards and nurseries against bacterial diseases is one of the most critical problems in fruit
production. The most effective management of citrus bacteriosis is the prevention of infection. According to [13], the
inoculum sources of Pss can be reduced by pruning dead or diseased twigs and shoots during the spring and after the
rainy season. This procedure can reduce the incidence and the severity of citrus blast and black pit disease by
minimizing infection and the spread of the pathogen. When possible, it is advisable to provide some means of
protection against winds, such as installing windbreaks to reduce wind injuries, which is a major infection inducer. It
is also necessary to monitor the nutritional status of the trees accompanied by a proper fertilization schedule and
regular pruning to prevent excessive susceptible new growth in the fall [13].

The selection of resistant or tolerant cultivars is also an effective method of disease control [9]. Although no citrus
cultivar is fully resistant to blast and black pit, few cultivars are less susceptible than others. [9] reported that lemon
cultivar ‘Eureka’ was found least susceptible to citrus blast disease while clementine the cultivar ‘MA3’ and ‘Cassar’
tend to be less susceptible to black pit. Thus, these cultivars are recommended to replant affected citrus orchards,
especially in cold and wet environments which promote citrus bacteriosis development. For new plantings, it is
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advisable to use bushy cultivars with relatively few thorns and, therefore, a minimum liability to injury during severe
wind storms [9][13].

Chemical control of Ps is represented by a preventative application of copper compounds [24]. The timely copper
spray application of protective copper-containing sprays such as Bordeaux mixture or fixed copper compounds is
recommended in disease favorable conditions. Such spray in the fall and early winter before the first rains help to
protect leaves and shoots from Pss infections in late winter and spring. An additional protective copper spray may be
needed in mid to late winter if heavy or extended periods of rain occur [13].

In the susceptible cultivar or exposed areas, a high-wetting Bordeaux mixture is recommended for young plantings
during October-November [25]. Special care in spraying should be taken to cover all the new growth of the previous
year. In reality, copper treatments are very effective in controlling bacterial diseases [26-30], especially when mixed
with other products, which increases copper solubility in the suspension [31] and therefore increases copper
efficacity.

Although copper products are highly efficient in controlling bacterial pathogens, their application could lead to serious
environmental and health problems in addition to the emergence of copper-resistant bacterial strains with continuous
use. For these reasons, the biological control is highly recommended [10] [32-34]. Biological control is defined as the
use of living organisms and their products to limit or suppress the activities and populations of pathogens [35]. Plant
extract and some biological agents such as Bacillus spp. could play a prominent role in suppressing or controlling
citrus bacteriosis [10] [36]. [10] reported that garlic extract and Bacillus spp. showed strong antimicrobial activity
against the bacterial agent of citrus blast and black pit in vitro and under greenhouse conditions. Furthermore, a
preliminary study [37] reported the use of phage treatment to control bacterial blast in citrus species. Therefore,
biological control methods have high potential in controlling the pathogen, which still needs further research to
exploit its economic feasibility.

7. Conclusions

Pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae is a typical inhabitant of citrus leaves and the causal agent of citrus blast and black
pit. This bacterium affects both foliage and fruit. Disease symptoms occur under favorable conditions such as wet and
cool windy weather, resulting in severe damage and yield losses in citrus groves. Weeds and plant debris may be a
source of bacterium inoculum. The application of copper compounds, pruning, balanced nutritional program, the
protection of trees against winds, and the use of less susceptible cultivars are recommended to control or prevent
citrus blast and black pit disease. Furthermore, the exploitation of biological control treatments, such as plant extracts
and antagonistic bacteria, is recommended to substitute the currently used chemical methods.
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